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Summary:
Millions of people are looking for that dream business, one where you just have to buy a packa

Even businesses that are sold on this turnkey model, require you to spend time and money promo

Turnkey Businesses you will find include online pharmacies, porn sites and gambling sites. You
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Article Body:
Millions of people are looking for that dream business, one where you just have to buy a packa

Even businesses that are sold on this turnkey model, require you to spend time and money promo

Turnkey Businesses you will find include online pharmacies, porn sites and gambling sites. You

You will also find affiliate schemes and people who claim to have made a fortune just as affil

An affiliate scheme pays you a percentage of every sale that is made from your site. The compa
Affiliate products can be solid ones like books, CDs or clothes. The method also lends itself

Internet marketing is still most often used to sell the dream of Internet Marketing to naive i

The idea of a book salesman earning all of his money from recruiting other book salesmen is ca
Forget it - it does not work. Too many people have gone before you. The gold is all gone.

99% of those who venture onto the Internet to make money fail. They spend money indiscriminate

They fall victim to Information Overload, switching tracks every three or four days and gettin
There are a few simple rules that will help reduce your chances of failure;
·
·
·
·
·
·

Lock your credit
Read, read, read
Research online,
Analyze your own
Build a business
Stick with it

cards away
research in books, research by talking to people
talents, likes and dislikes
around an interest that you already have

Many people dream of running their own business and of giving up the day job. Most of these on
A franchise is the answer for many of these would-be entrepreneurs.

A franchise works by the franchiser selling a business plan to the franchisee. The fee paid ma

You may find franchises from unscrupulous business owners who have decided to offer franchises

Franchise operations do offer a supported and easier route into running your own business than

Home businesses come in many varieties; from Internet based, to office cleaning, from car body

There are many franchise operations that sell themselves as home-based businesses. The ones ab

Many people have spent money buying Internet businesses and never got a penny back. The so-cal
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